Label-Free and Standard-Free Absolute Quantitative Proteomics Using the "Total Protein" and "Proteomic Ruler" Approaches.
Understanding biological systems and their variation upon stimuli requires knowledge on their composition, primarily including information on organization and dynamics of proteomes. The total protein approach (TPA) is a label- and standard-free method for absolute protein quantitation of proteins using large-scale proteomic data. The method relies on the assumption that the total MS signal from all identified proteins in the dataset reflects-in a biochemical sense-the total protein and the MS signal from a single protein corresponds its abundance in the studied sample. The method offers an easy way to quantify thousands of protein per sample. A related method, the "Proteomic Ruler," enables conversion of the protein abundance data calculated by TPA to compute numbers of protein copies per cell. TPA and the Proteomic Ruler are powerful tools for studying dynamics of cell architecture.